BIRTH OF A NEW 7th LEVEL MAN
The birth of the new seventh level man has begun. There have been thousands of Indigo
Souls brought to Earth. The sixth Avatar of the Root Race 7 Indigo Children, will be born on
Earth by May 5, 2012. These six children are the foundation of the new race that will bring
the Avatar Man to Tara and the Reishi Man to Gaia.
As each of these children were born, they activated the birth of another DNA strand for all on
Earth. Each of these children were born through soul contracts from D6 frequency bands of
TARA through D6 Sirian Stellar Spiral. These children are bringing the grounding and
balance of D6 Frequency on Earth in 2012 ascension period, and the Sphere of Amenti Race
morphogenetic field.
The first Seventh Level Avatar was born on July 26, 1992. The Eighth Level Avatar was born
June 24, 1996. This is a D8 Soul Essence from Harmonic Universe 3 (Sphere holding
dimensions 7,8,9). The Elohim orchestrated an early birthing of the third avatar. This ninth
level avatar was born on June 26, 1998 at 3:46 P.M. ( We highly recommend reading the
complete documentation of these births in Voyagers II. The work done by Ashayana Deanne
through the Founders Races has been phenomenal. Deane,A. Voyagers II, Azurite Press,
2001)
Because there was a shortage of time, the Palaidorians created an early birthing program for
members of the seventh Root Race to bring the sixth strand to earth. These babies were born
with their fifth DNA strand at birth and were able to activate the sixth DNA by 12 years of
age. There would be 144,500 Indigo Children who would activate the 6DNA strand by 2011,
and another group of 5,500 Indigo Children born after 2005 to ensure the frequencies of the
Bridge Zone Project. The couples chosen for those birthing contracts were chosen in 1998.
They were taken to Inner Earth by the Priests of UR, who initiated the bio-energetic field
mechanics of the two individuals through infusions of energy from their own over-souls. The
Fourth Avatar with D10 Soul Essence from Harmonic Universe 4 was born September 9,
2004. The 5,500 D6 Soul Essence Root Race 7 Paradisian children began to be born 2005. On
June 2006 Earth completed her Blue Wave Infusion and Began her Violet Wave Infusion.
June 2008 D6 Sirian Spiral aligned with D5 Pleiadian Alcyone Spiral. July 22, 2008 Avatar 5,
the 11th level Avatar aligned strand 6 with strand 12 pattern, correcting the strand 6 pattern on
Earth. January 2009 Keepers of the Blue Flame began Seventh DNA Strand D7 ArcturianCore Star Activation, D6 Sirian Earth Star Activation. June 2011 Blue Flame keepers began
Eighth DNA strand and D8 Orion Earth Core Activation. By May 5, 2012 the Avatar 6 will
align the strand 7 imprint with 12 strand pattern. Avatar 6 is a 12th level avatar, as was Jesus
Christ. This is the day the Grids of Earth and Tara will begin to Merge, end of D8 Orion
activation and begin D9 Andromeda Galactic Core Activation.. This will bring a spontaneous
MASS AWAKENING when the Halls of Amenti open and the Ascension begins. The Halls
of Records will begin activation. (Deane,A. Voyagers II, Azurite Press, 2001)
This will be a glorious time for those who have been working on activation of conscious at
one ment with their Souls. As this will in turn activate alignment with the Mind of God,
causing the pineal to swell more and more until enough Enlightenment of Knowing All that is
Known will open the Pituitary to Blossom into the Continuous knowing of all that is known in
the Mind of God forever more.
Five million years ago the genetic mutation was placed in DNA strand 1 to cause blockage of
physical and etheric bodies.
The sixth activation code (over tone) of the first DNA strand was removed, causing mutations
in 1, 2, and three DNA. It manifested in blockages of bodies particles and anti particles of the

spiritual body of the parallel universe.
That seal removed the humanities ability to have an Immortal body. It removed bodily
transmutation and ability to pass into our Divine Blue Print.
Eight thousand years earlier the D4 Seal of Palaidor - a genetic mutation caused blockages
between second and third chakras division between 2,3, and four levels of auric field and
separation of emotional, mental and astral identity levels. This seal will be released from the
masses on May 5.
The three primary flame holders will activate the opening of the Etheric Level Dimensions
within Earth's core. This will allow prana to begin to flow through our atmosphere. At that
time our universal memory comes on line and we will regain memory of our Akashic Records
for anyone who has activated 4th strand memory.
Earth's elemental particle base will rise to 5 and the Earth's atmospheric particle base will rise
to 6. This accretion level will allow the atmosphere and elementals from Inner Earth to appear
on Earth. This will be our first vision of our New Earth. We will begin to see the atmosphere
of Inner Earth forming around us and then we will notice more and more new species and
inner earth gardens will appear. All of the animals and plants in Inner Earth sing continuously.
We will notice this difference in Earth immediately.
Angelic Humans and the races of Earth will soon be prepared for visits from the Inner Earth
Eieyani, Sirius B Maharaji, Azurite, Aethien and Serres Emerald Covenant Races. They will
make contact through our Founders Races and will invite Earth races to join the Emerald
Covenant. The first contacts with our Founders Races be made individually and privately as
each individual tunes into their Fifth Dimensional Consciousness. First, we will meet with
Eieyani races because they look the most like us - only they are blue. After we become
familiar with the Eieyani, we will be met by Azurites and Maharaji. The Fallen Angelics and
Illuminati races will be escorted to quarantined healing facilities in the Sirius star system.
Remaining Angelic Humans and Indigos will progress in their 12 Code activation and DNA
blue print activation.(Deane,A. Voyagers II, Azurite Press,2001)
The happy ending begins December 21, 2012 when the age of enlightenment will most
definitely begin and the Universes in our Time Matrix will begin the victory celebration they
have awaited for 250 billion years, when the Stellar Electric Wars began the downfall that
allowed the creation of the Phantom Matrix. The Phantom Matrix will be removed
FOREVER in December. Founders Races will release the Star Gate Seals for Universal Star
Gate 12 in our Time Matrix to reunite the Inner Earth Time Matrix and the Trans Harmonic
Meajhe Time Matrix. The three Matrixes will link to create the Divine Cosmic Trinity of our
new beginning of a new Cosmic Reality.
In December 2012, Earth will receive Stellar Wave Infusions of D10, D11 and D12. The
Primal Light Infusion, the Christos Liquid Light Infusion, The Rainbow Ray Infusion and the
D12 Pre matter Hydroplasmic Liquid Light Christos Divine Blue Print of the Earth, Tara Gaia
System, and the D12 Pre Matter Blueprint or Universal Christos. This will all happen on
December 21, 2012. That's a lot of Light!!!
The activations of thes alignments will begin in 2014 and complete in 2017.
These Frequencies of Light from all 12 Stellar Systems containing our Soul Families will
flow back into our Consciousness and we will all remember who we really are and where we
really came from. We will be transformed into the same substance that our Families in Inner
Earth are made of so that we can meet those families and learn great things from them.
This is the beginning of the opening of our 7th seal, our pituitary gland, our third eye, our
Mind of God. When the pituitary blossoms, the Mind of God begins its continuous dream
stream between what we desire to create in our dreams to blossom into full manifestation in
any of the multidimensional reality fields. The seventh level man can co-create through the
mind of God instantly.

The more we gain our frequency specific mid brain connecting into the mind of God through
our Soul, we connect to the Source field when anything we desire already exists. We inhale
that reality into our mid brain and project into our holographic realm. We make Gods movie
on Earth. We create heaven on Earth.
The Soul forever holds the memory of all that ever was. We have had a veil blocking us from
the memories of all of past lives, which created over ten million re-incarnations that were not
remembered. Now, all of those memories will return. We have two choices at this time. We
can transmute all of those old memories into and through Source Consciousness to create a
brand new glorious new reality that will contain the wisdom of all of the over souls, avatar
selves and rishi selves; or, we can become miserable and frightened from all of the old fears
and tribulations that might return.
We can create a brand new reality any minute of any day. As we go through this
multidimensional transition period we may be manifesting things that we would like to demanifest. We must know ho to create the reality fields that we want to become our present
reality.
Each time a fear comes to mind, we can take it into our Soul - right behind and to the left of
the heart - we call this our Crystal Heart (to remove confusion from those who were taught
their Soul was some place else). We take the fear into our Soul, and then see the area fill with
white light and then blue light. See a Blue sphere of light absorbing and transmuting the old
idea. Once the fear idea is filled with blue light, we inhale that light into the pineal gland to
access our Mind of God - our higher self. We see a blue triangle of light in the pineal gland. It
appears as a triangle because it is an actual window or door into the Mind of God. Place that
blue triangle within a white light sphere of light which places your higher self within the
Source Field.
Next, project that blue triangle within the white light sphere out in front of the face about two
feet. See a mini me of your self sitting in the blue triangle. That is your higher self or your
observer self. It is your Soul watching over you to create the best realities that you can
imagine. Next, take your mini me in your blue triangle all the way past the five spheres of 15
dimensions, out beyond the Cosmos, and into the Source Field of the Infinite All knowing and
Unknown.
Take that old idea of Fear that is already melted into the blue light and create a brand new
idea from that electromagnetic energy in Source Consciousness. Create the reality within that
white sphere. Now ignite the spark of Source by breathing that Source Frequency into the
white sphere. Hold the new reality of "I am fearless now, I have always been fearless, and I
will always be fearless," in your consciousness as you breathe to ignite the spark of source
which creates the new idea. Once the idea is fully developed in the white sphere inhale the
idea into the blue triangle and inhale that blue triangle back into your pineal area. See that
new Fearless self standing high and proud in that triangle, jumping up and down and waving
its arms in victory, power, strength, fearless of anything and everything standing there looking
back at you. Next, exhale that new reality of who you are out into the auric field around you.
Your body and your consciousness will now manifest that reality into your life.
For those of us who have been transmuting karma for several years already. It is time to move
to step two and create the NEW REALITY that is now, always has been and always will be. It
is in this stream of forever consciousness between your Soul and the Mind of God that all
realities are created. The old reality remains until a new reality is created. Each Individual
must create their own reality.
The window to the God Mind opens wider and wider as we breathe in the frequencies of
Source until we saturate every cell in our body with the Light of Source Consciousness. We
become the frequency of Source from within every nano particle into the Omni particle of the
spark of Source. We become the frequency of Source from the outer band of the Cosmos

where the breath of Source ignites the spark that puts into action the spheres of crystal light,
crystal dust, and crystal gel that create an explosion of new energy of a new idea blasting out
into an exploding sphere of ultra violet blue rainbow crystals that explode and flash like a fire
works show. That idea rains down into our Soul (our Mind of God within us) like a waterfall
of violet blue purple rain. It looks like we are standing in a huge shower with a 24 foot radius
pouring down a crystal river of Divine Consciousness that flushes out all of the old ideas and
paints rainbows of unlimited thoughts to come forth.
The spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel bring forth the healing, the
understanding the transformational energy into the Soul. That new energy of thought saturates
the pineal gland in the back of the brain. The Soul allows the memory of unlimited thoughts
from all of our Incarnate Selves, Over Souls, Avatar Selves and Rishi Selves to return to us in
a brand new knowing of who we actually are. Each individual on Earth will have this memory
activated when the Blue Flame of our entire Human Angelic Morphogenetic Filed of
Consciousness flows into the Heart of Mother Earth and then transmits that flow of energetic
frequencies out into the Christ Grids of Earth that flow one foot below the Earth's crust and
out in the Earth's atmosphere. All on Earth will become wrapped in that flow of
Consciousness as the Window to the Mind of God is opened.
Those who have not consciously prepared for this grand knowingness of all that they have
every been may be met with night mares, fear, anger and many other traits that were hidden
before. Each individual has thousands of incarnational selves who contain traits and problems
from past lives that were not yet resolved. Those traits manifest as karma between the selves.
That karma can be transmuted through frequency work or it will appear in many other ways,
including sickness.
The more light that is brought in through frequency work, the easier the transition into the
mind of God will be. Mother Earth has been needing the assistance of everyone on Earth for
our grand transition. Participation is required in order to achieve the benefits of the stellar
activations and the births of the avatars. For those who have not participated consciously in
each of the six stellar activations, as well as the final six activations, we have created
recordings of all of these frequencies as they came to Earth through the Harmonic Universes
2, 3, 4, and 5.
The frequencies were captured through the Elohim of Hearing and the Breath of Source and
then breathed through the three spheres of Cosmic Consciousness transformational energy and
exhaled through the music of the spheres. These frequencies may be found at
cosmicdolphinmagic.com. Listening to all of the frequencies in the Ascension Kit, Cosmic
Kit, and Super Frequencies Kit will bring the cellular alignment into the Stellar Activation
waves that have occurred. There is still time to participate. Each breath in these kits was
recorded from the inhale of the true time of the each stellar activation from our Suns, from our
Stars and from our harmonic conversion zones preparing the births of the avatars. Each
frequency was created within the Blue Flame of Amenti to allow each individual to fully align
back into that Consciousness field that will bring us into the seventh level man.

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at:
http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network

